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 The experienced developer's guide to the Swing classes!  

 Core Swing helps you deliver the sophisticated Java GUI applications your users demand—with Java Swing techniques that start where other books leave off! Building on his bestseller Core Java Foundation Classes, Kim Topley takes on the toughest Swing issues raised by programmers throughout the Java community and addresses crucial topics first-generation Swing books completely missed.   

 With Core Swing, you'll discover how to exploit the Swing tree and table controls to the fullest, customize and create your own text fields with features that sophisticated users expect, build your own editors and file viewers, and much more. There is complete and in-depth coverage of Swing's HTML support, a topic barely addressed in other Swing books.  You'll also find detailed coverage of undo/redo and drag-and-drop, with lengthy, fully documented code examples, in the book and on the accompanying CD-ROM.    

 Every Core Series book:   

	 DEMONSTRATES how to write commercial quality code  
	 FEATURES dozens of nontrivial programs and examples—no toy code!  
	 FOCUSES on the features and functions most important to real developers  
	 PROVIDES objective, unbiased coverage of cutting-edge technologies—no hype!  


 Core Swing: Advanced Programming delivers:  

	 State-of-the-art insights into the Swing classes that other books can't touch  
	 Practical techniques for building the Swing components you really need  
	 Fast-track techniques for making the most of text controls, editors, tables, and drag-and-drop  
	 Hundreds of professional-level code examples  


 CD-ROM  

 The accompanying CD-ROM includes all of the book's detailed code examples a bonus chapter taken from Kim Topley's first book, Core Java Foundation Classes, and trial versions of SwingBuilder from SwingSoft and Netbeans.     

       About the Author
   Kim Topley is author of Core Java Foundation Classes (Prentice Hall PTR). One of the first developers to obtain the Sun Certified Java Programmer qualification, he now builds applications for a leading financial institution in London, England.       
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Jupyter Cookbook: Over 75 recipes to perform interactive computing across Python, R, Scala, Spark, JavaScript, and morePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Leverage the power of the popular Jupyter notebooks to simplify your data science tasks without any hassle

	
		Key Features

		
			Create and share interactive documents with live code, text and visualizations
	
			Integrate popular programming languages such as Python, R, Julia, Scala...
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Fundamentals of Semiconductor Physics and DevicesWorld Scientific Publishing, 1997
People come to technical books with a vast array of daerent needs and requirements, arising from their differing educational backgrounds, professional orientations and career objectives. This is particularly evident in the field of semiconductors, which stands at the juncture of physics, chemistry, electronic engineering, material science and...
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Aptana Studio Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	Aptana Studio 3 is a powerful web development IDE based on the Eclipse platform and provides many innovative technologies and features for developing effective, modern hi-standard web-applications. Aptana has been around since 2008 and it provides language support for HTML, CSS, JavaScript, Ruby, Rails, PHP, Python, and many others by using...
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The Mythical Man-Month: Essays on Software Engineering, 20th  Anniversary EditionAddison Wesley, 1995
The classic book on the human elements of software engineering. Software tools and development environments may have changed in the 21 years since the first edition of this book, but the peculiarly nonlinear economies of scale in collaborative work and the nature of individuals and groups has not changed an epsilon. If you write code or...
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Using Excel for Business Analysis, + Website: A Guide to Financial Modelling Fundamentals (Wiley Finance)John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	This book was written from my course materials compiled over many years of training

	in analytical courses in Australia and globally—most frequently courses such as

	Financial Modelling in Excel, Data Analysis & Reporting in Excel, and Budgeting &

	Forecasting in Excel, both as face-to-face workshops and online courses....
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A Cup of Comfort for Cat Lovers: Stories that celebrate our feline friendsAdams Media, 2008

	You know much joy your furry friend adds to your life and in this stunning new collection you'll find fifty more cats that will steal your heart-one meow at a time.


	From a wayward Calico that rescues his family from a deadly snake to a sophisticated Siamese that helps to heal her ailing owner, A Cup of Comfort for Cat...
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